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Device

Here is a technical illustration that provides detail the 2015 Suspension Hanging Machine:

A contemporary improvement upon ordinary gallows, the suspension hanging machine has an electric motor.

The electronics are housed under a false floor in a box ["E"] that also contains pulleys and gears.

The structure is comprised mainly of two arches ["D"] inside which there are pulleys, rope, and gears.

The noose can be raised or lowered by the person who operates the control wheel ["C"].

Rope and noose ["B"] extend downward from the essential junction device ["A"] at the top of the arches that keeps the rope from ever becoming tangled.
The suspension hanging machine has an electric motor to lift the rope and noose upward based on the turning of a control wheel.

This inventive device extends the life of the hanged man because his suffocation is prolonged. Using the wheel, the executioner can raise him up off the floor and then lower him down again to give him false hope.
Usage (part 2)

Secret military executions are a very effective way to use the suspension hanging machine.

The volunteer executioner is required to be totally naked.

He will be the next to hang unless he shows his arousal as he controls a fellow soldier’s futile struggle to remain alive.
Usage (part 3)

Ultimate power of one man over another is forcing him to have an unwilling orgasm while threatening his manhood in his final moments of life.

The victim’s balls are bound in rope to prove beyond doubt that he has lost control of the situation.

The knife on the floor is a clear implication that after his orgasm, the victim will have his manhood brutally removed.

All the while the suspension hanging machine hold the victim in a subservient position.
Usage (part 4)

How memorable a victim will be as he meets his death at the suspension hanging machine often is determined by his endowment.

He can be held in the “up” position on his knees for an extended time to enable examination by the witnesses.